In the past several decades, integrated microfluidic systems have been increasingly attracting interest due to their broad applications in chemistry, physics, biology and medicine[@b1][@b2][@b3][@b4]. Compared with macroscopic settings, microfluidic devices have distinct properties, such as low Reynolds numbers, small dimensions and tiny fluid volumes[@b5][@b6][@b7]. Recent research trends to integrate microdevices into microfluidic chips towards higher functionalization. Conventional fabrication methods, including mask-based and maskless lithography, have been successfully applied to fabricate functional microfluidic chips. For example, mask-based lithography, such as ultraviolet (UV) lithography[@b8][@b9], Soft X-ray lithography[@b10][@b11] and nanoimprinting lithography (NIL)[@b12][@b13], have been used for fabrication of cell sorting devices, nano channels and optofluidic devices. However, the mask-based lithography greatly relies on additional mask or mold, which requires multi-step fabrication process. Compared with mask-based lithography, maskless lithography such as electron beam lithography (EBL)[@b14], femtosecond laser direct writing[@b15][@b16], focused ion beam (FIB)[@b17] and femtosecond laser induced photodynamic assembly of nanoparticles[@b18] is more flexible and appropriate for fabricating devices with customized applications, e.g., DNA manipulation and microfluidic mixture. However, their fabrication efficiency is low due to the point-to-point scanning strategy. Therefore, it is highly desirable to develop a simple, rapid and maskless processing technology capable of integrating functional structures into microchips.

Femtosecond laser microfabrication by two-photon polymerization (TPP) is a promising method to reach this end due to its unique advantages of programmable designability, high spatial resolution, and diversity of usable materials[@b19][@b20][@b21][@b22]. TPP has been used to integrate a variety of microstructures including overpass for guiding different fluids[@b23], micromixer for high efficiency mixing of different fluids[@b24], microfilter for controllable filtering of particles[@b25] and center-pass optofluidic microlens array for 100% cell counting[@b26] into microfluidic channels. However, due to the long processing time of the single point writing scheme[@b27], TPP is limited to be used for laboratory investigation and prototype fabrication. To overcome the obstacle, the multipoint parallel scanning has been realized by applying SLM[@b21], which splits the light into 3 × 3 or more parallel beams to significantly reduce the processing time by a factor of 1/9 or shorter. But parallel fabrication can only process array structures as all foci follow the same scanning route[@b28]. Moreover, the time-consuming issue during TPP integration is still serious in processing microstructures in a large field, for example, covering a millimeter-scale channel with functional microstructures. Recent studies have shown that patterned femtosecond laser beam shaping can provide higher efficiency in TPP fabrication[@b29][@b30][@b31]. When applying patterned beam shaping, there is no need to scan the focus, enabling high-speed processing by a single exposure. However, the resolution and surface quality were degenerated due to the unoptimized beam shaping technique. Previous beam shaping techniques are based on digital micromirror device (DMD) or phase modulated liquid crystal spatial light modulator (LC-SLM) to modify the amplitude or phase of laser. DMD generates patterned focus by adjusting the reflect angles of irradiated beams at each pixel[@b32]. The pixelated micromirror units switched between static black ('off') and white ('on') states. Thus, when using a DMD, spatial flat-top femtosecond laser is required to generate the same energy of beams reflected by each pixel, otherwise the central intensity will be larger than that of edge when Gaussian beam is applied. When using a phase modulated LC-SLM, computer generate hologram (CGH) is loaded on LC-SLM to generate desired shaped focus[@b33]. But the shaped focus suffer from speckle noise caused by the randomness of the phase angles, which would result in flawed microstructures[@b34][@b35]. To suppress the speckle noise, several approaches such as time-average[@b19] and shift-average[@b36] have been used to improve the quality of focus. These "average" approaches calculate tens of CGHs containing the same target intensity and random speckle noise. Thus, the noise can be averaged by successively loading CGHs on LC-SLM. However, loading tens of CGH on LC-SLM will cost hundreds of milliseconds and results in throughput bottleneck.

In this paper, we apply a phase modulated LC-SLM to generate shaped patterns with highly spatially uniform energy by adopting a mixed region amplitude freedom (MRAF) algorithm[@b37], which has been put forward to realize smooth patterned focus for atom trapping. Utilizing the smooth patterned focus generated by MRAF algorithm, we develop a technique termed MRAF-based holographic patterning (MHP) method, to realize rapid integration of microfluidic device with high resolution and high surface quality. Firstly, the rectangular light field distribution along the principal optical axis is theoretically simulated by MRAF, whose uniformity is higher than that derived from Gerchburg-Saxton (GS) algorithm. This is further verified by fabricating rectangle patterns with MRAF-calculated computer generated holograms (CGHs) in our experiment. Secondly, numbers, letters, Olympic logo and Quick Response (QR) code are fabricated by fixed point exposure of several pulses, which demonstrates this approach is capable of rapidly fabricating arbitrary structures with good quality. Thirdly, microtrap structures, QR code and letters are integrated in a channel. The trap structures covering the whole bottom of the 5000 μm × 170 μm channel is completed within 10 seconds. The QR code fabricated with less than 10 pulses can be easily recognized by a commercial modern smartphone, which can be used for device identification. Finally, the "lab on chip" microdevice integrated with the trap structures is tested with SiO~2~ particles suspension with diameters of 3.0 μm, 5.0 μm and 10.0 μm in alcohol solution, and the results show that 10.0 μm beads can be completely captured while other two size beads pass successfully.

Methods
=======

Calculation process of the MRAF-CGH
-----------------------------------

A variety of iterative Fourier transform algorithms (IFTAs) like Gerchburg-Saxton (GS) and Adaptive-Additive (AA) algorithm are widely used to minimize the difference between the desired intensity distribution and that generated by CGH at the output plane[@b38][@b39]. Compared with GS and AA algorithms, MRAF algorithm can obviously improve accuracy. Their basic steps follow the frame of IFTA except for two factors: the initial phase chosen in iteration and the way to generate new light field at the output plane. Unlike GS algorithm choosing random phase as the initial phase, MRAF optimizes it to ensure that the output plane does not contain optical vortices, points characterized by a phase singularity and zero intensity, since an IFTA is not able to eliminate it[@b34][@b35]. After choosing the initial phase of algorithm, IFTA calculates the light field at the output plane by a fast Fourier transform of the chosen phase combined with incident light amplitude. Then the amplitude of the output plane is replaced by the desired intensity distribution in GS algorithm. In contrast, the MRAF algorithm defines the amplitude of output field as a mixture of the target and former output field. As MRAF and GS follow the same iteration step, their calculation time is almost the same. The calculation details are shown in [Supplementary Fig. S1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

High-efficiency fabrication of microtraps by MRAF-based holographic femtosecond laser processing method
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

[Figure 1a](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows a schematic diagram of experimental setup for femtosecond laser MHP fabrication. The laser source is a regenerative amplified Ti:Sapphire (Legend Elite-1 K-HE) at central wavelength of 800 nm with pulse duration of 104 fs and repetition rate of 1 kHz. After passing through a beam collimation system and a 4f configuration with a magnification of 0.3, femtosecond laser pulses irradiate onto a reflective liquid crystal on silicon (Holoeye, Pluto NIR-2, resolution of 1920 pixel × 1080 pixel, pixel pitch of 8 μm, and diagonal of 0.7 inch) for holographic processing. Designable CGH are encoded on the central 1080 × 1080 pixels to generate any desired patterns. The patterns are shifted from the center by loading blazed grating on SLM and a high-pass filter is placed at the focal plane of L1 to block the 0 order beam. A 100× microscope objective lens (Olympus, N.A. 0.9) is used to focus the phase-modulated femtosecond laser beam into the sample. The sample is prepared by drop casting a mixture of SZ2080[@b40] and acetone (volume ratio 1:5) on a cover glass or in a channel.

Fabrication of microchannel
---------------------------

The open microfluidic channel with 1 cm-length is fabricated by UV lithography. The glass is spin coated by SU-8 with 5 s slope to 1500 rpm and kept for 20 s. Designed channel can be obtained by UV exposure through a mask and subsequent development. In this work, the dimensions of the channels were designed to be 70--170 μm in width and 15 μm in depth.

Results and Discussion
======================

Optimized MRAF algorithm for MHP fabrication
--------------------------------------------

Before giving the mathematical details of MRAF algorithm, we briefly review the operation of an IFTA. IFTA is widely used for generating the CGH which converts a light field at the input plane to a target intensity distribution at the focal plane. As the amplitudes of light at the input plane and output plane are fixed, the IFTA does not have an analytical solution. [Figure 1b](#f1){ref-type="fig"} shows the block diagrams of IFTA algorithm. The initial phase in MRAF is composed of linear and conical gradients to avoid introducing undesired optical vortices. After a fast Fourier transform (*FFT*) of the chosen phase combined with incident light amplitude, a new light field at the output plane is generated by replacing the amplitude with the desired intensity distribution in GS algorithm, which is given by . In comparison, for the MRAF algorithm, the amplitude of output field is defined as , which is a mixture of the amplitude of target and former output plane according to the parameter *M*. Here *M* determines the rate of mixture of target and former output amplitude, which greatly influences the energy utilization rate and target uniformity of CGH. Besides, the new output field only replaces the amplitude in signal region, while the noise region keeps the former amplitude into the next iteration. The signal region is a ring-shape in this work and set large enough to contain the target pattern, and the noise region is the entire plane out of signal region. After calculating the merit of the output plane, when does not improve with repeated iterations, the phase of the input plane will be output to generate the CGH, otherwise they will keep the phase information and replace the amplitude by the incident light to start another circulation loop until the figure of merit stagnates.

Theoretical and experimental comparison of MRAF and GS algorithms
-----------------------------------------------------------------

In patterned TPP fabrication, the spatial intensity distribution is extremely important for getting a better surface quality. GS algorithm, as one of the most famous algorithms and the origin of MRAF algorithm, is not suitable for generating continuous light distribution. [Figure 1c--e](#f1){ref-type="fig"} show the schematic diagram of femtosecond laser single exposure based on DMD, GS-CGH and MRAF-CGH. In DMD-based approach, incident light is modified into a patterned continuous distribution to create the structure by a single exposure. This method can significantly reduce the fabrication time, but the intensity inhomogeneity ascribed to Gaussian beam results in deterioration of patterned structures. In comparison, the GS-CGH based single exposure, shown in [Fig. 1d](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, can get a continuous pattern by coding the phase of incident beam. However, this method is suffered from low signal to noise ratio (SNR), which will lead to a decrease in surface quality. As the noise region of MRAF-CGH is out of our interest, the SNR of MRAF-CGH is measured in the signal region instead of the whole focal plane. The SNR is calculated by . Here, *I*~*signal*~ is the target intensity, *I*~*noise*~ = *I*~*total*~ − *I*~*signal*~. The MRAF-CGH based single exposure keeps the advantages of DMD based approach but with no need of flat-top energy distribution of incident beam. As shown in [Fig. 1e](#f1){ref-type="fig"}, a MRAF-CGH has high SNR to ensure both high speed and good surface quality of the achieved structures.

Here, a simulation of intensity distribution by GS and MRAF algorithms is proposed based on Huygens-Fresnel diffractive integral,

where *x, y* are the coordinates for initial field at the backside of the lens, while *x*~1~, *y*~1~ are the coordinates at the observation plane, *z* is the distance from SLM back surface to the observation plane, and *k* is the wavenumber. [Figure 2a](#f2){ref-type="fig"} shows the uniformity in a sagittal plane with different defocusing values. The uniformity of MRAF algorithm is higher than that of GS algorithm. The focal plane gives the best uniformity for both. But it should be noted that the uniformity of GS is 36.62% and rapidly decreases to 10% at 2000 nm from the focal plane. This results in flawed and disjoint structures in TPP fabrication. In contrast, the uniformity of MRAF is nearly 100% at the focal plane and keeps upon 65% even at 2000 nm. The distribution at the meridian plane is presented in [Fig. 2b](#f2){ref-type="fig"} to show the uniformity along the light axis visually. The simulated distribution of MRAF-CGH with M = 0.5 at the focal and defocused plane does not change too much as light spreads, which can be beneficial to achieve a better surface quality in TPP fabrication.

In order to avoid undesired flawed structures, the parameters of MRAF algorithm need to be optimized. Several CGHs with the same rectangle target were calculated to investigate the influence of parameters of MRAF on fabrication quality. The initial phases are all chosen as conical gradients to eliminate optical vortices. As we mentioned above, the ratio of target and former output field amplitude, which is called *M* value, influences the energy utilization rate of CGH and uniformity of laser intensity distribution. In simulation, when the *M* value increases, the laser utilization rate raises while the uniformity of laser intensity distribution decreases ([Supplementary Fig. S2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). The energy utilization rate of CGH with M = 1.0 is 65.73% and reduces to 4.04% when *M* = 0.5. This indicates the laser utilization efficiency is sacrificed in order to get higher surface quality. As we know, TPP takes place when the exposure energy exceeds the polymerization threshold of photoresist. So *M* should be optimized in order to get higher surface quality and at the same time to keep the laser density exceed the TPP threshold. We find that it is hard to perform TPP in a 10 μm × 10 μm field by single exposure due to the insufficient energy utilization rate when *M* is smaller than 0.5. Thus, 6 CGHs containing the phase information of the same rectangle pattern were calculated with different *M* values from 0.5 to 1.0. The MRAF-CGH is similar to GS-CGH when *M* = 1. Experimentally, six rectangles were fabricated by these 6 CGHs with the same exposure time (5 ms) and different pulse energy (0.6--20 μJ) \[[Fig. 2g--l](#f2){ref-type="fig"}\], showing the surface quality is obviously improved as the *M* value decreases. The pulse energy varies to maintain the exposed energy of signal region is the same. The exposure time and energy was chosen according to the experimental results in [Supplementary Figs S3 and S4](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. The energy was measured only in the signal region. We can find that *M* = 0.5 can ensure not only high surface quality but also sufficient polymerization in fabricating microstructure in spite of the energy utilization rate of 4.04%.

Single-exposure TPP fabrication of high quality 2D microstructures on flat glass surface
----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Owing to the high SNR of MRAF-CGH, a single MRAF-CGH can produce a patterned focus with low influence of speckle noise, which makes MHP approach possible for integration of microdevices in microfluidics devices. In order to show the capability of the MHP approach in embellishing micro-fluidic chips, patterns and numbers were firstly fabricated on a flat cover glass. As shown in [Fig. 3](#f3){ref-type="fig"}, a variety of high quality micropatterns including numbers, letters and Rio Olympic logo were realized with several laser pulses. Although the patterns look simple, they include curve (in [Fig. 3a](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), right angle ([Fig. 3b,e,f](#f3){ref-type="fig"}), line ([Fig. 3c](#f3){ref-type="fig"}) and complex combination of them ([Fig. 3d](#f3){ref-type="fig"}). The spatial resolution of the structures could be better than submicrometer \[[Fig. S5](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\]. Each microstructure was formed by several pulse exposure of 20 μJ, which corresponded to the fabrication times as short as 5 ms in [Fig. 3a--c](#f3){ref-type="fig"},e,f, and 10 ms in [Fig. 3d](#f3){ref-type="fig"} for 1 kHz repetition rate of ultra-high energy density amplifier laser source. The pulse energy was measured before the modulation. In this way, the arrays of microstructures can be realized in the field of 200 μm × 200 μm in several hundred milliseconds by the area-by-area expose of patterned focus beam. In addition, full coverage on a 10 mm × 1 mm cover glass with various micro structures can be achieved in only 1 minute, which is very close to the time cost by UV lithography. More importantly, this technique does not need a prefabricated mask and does offer higher flexibility and resolution. Furthermore, a 21 × 21 pixels QR code was fabricated to demonstrate the fabrication quality of single CGH approach. The QR code was separated into 3 × 3 blocks and each block was realized with 10 pulses of 20 μJ. The readability of created QR code was then proved by a readout test, shown in [Fig. 3g](#f3){ref-type="fig"}. Firstly, the fluorescence image of QR code was obtained by a fluorescence microscope. Then, the fluorescence was grayed and reversed for the further identify test. Finally, the encoded data was decoded by a modern smartphone. The test results show that the fabricated QR code can be easily identified by a handle device, verifying a commonly used detector is available to read the micro QR code achieved by the MHP approach. By this means, the information of a microfuidic devices can be fast encoded in the microstructures and recognized when needed. The detail of reading process is shown in [Supplementary Fig. S6](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Video1](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.

Rapid integration of microtrap array and identification pattern of microdevice through single-exposure fabrication
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The size-selective purification of microscopic objects is essential for a broad spectrum of applications in bio-analytics, clinical medicine and bead-based assays[@b41][@b42][@b43][@b44]. It has a variety of applications in the calculation of individual populations of cells from heterogeneous samples or circulating tumor cells (CTCs), and platelet separation from blood[@b45]. As a proof-of-concept demonstration of the efficiency and flexibility of the MHP approach, we attempted to integrate a simple but effective functional microdevice into the microfluidic chip for microparticles capture and separation. By taking advantage of the high flexibility and efficiency of our approach, microdevices with flexible designs can be fabricated in a very short time without prefabricated masks. Meanwhile, the quick identification of the microfluidic device based on a computer-recognizable micro-pattern implemented is increasingly demanded for batch processing. The MHP approach can rapidly integrate specific marks such as QR-codes in each device without any additional requirement in experimental setup and processing.

The schematic diagram of fabrication procedure is shown in [Fig. 4a](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. SZ2080 was drop casted in the channel followed by a scrape process to remove polymer upper than the channel. The micro trap structures will capture particles which are larger than the gap size and allow smaller ones to pass through or move around, as shown in [Fig. 4b](#f4){ref-type="fig"}. 1675 microtraps with 8 μm gap-size were fabricated (5 pulses with 15 μJ) in a 5000 × 170 μm channel by the MHP approach. Due to the high efficiency of the MHP approach, the total fabrication time was reduced to less than 10 seconds. [Figure 4c](#f4){ref-type="fig"} is the SEM image of the "lab on a chip" device integrated with the traps, with its sign at the left bottom and a QR code at the right bottom. The QR code was fabricated in the same way as shown in [Fig. 3g](#f3){ref-type="fig"} and could be also easily read by a handle device. The detailed SEM image of trap structure, QR code and letters are shown in [Fig. 4d--f](#f4){ref-type="fig"} respectively, verifying the high quality of the MHP approach in processing chip device.

Characterizing the function of microtrap by SiO~2~ microparticle
----------------------------------------------------------------

To demonstrate the function of trap arrays with 8 μm gap, silica (SiO~2~) particles with diameters of 10.0 μm, 5.0 μm, and 3.0 μm mixed in alcohol solution were introduced into the integrated "lab on a chip" device. Thus, this device is expected to capture only the microparticles with the diameter of 10.0 μm. Please note that our technique can flexibly adjust the gap size of microtraps, which enables capturing various particles in terms of size. [Figure 5a--i](#f5){ref-type="fig"} show time-lapsed optical microscopy images of flow of the mixture of three different-size particles in the trap array. It can be clearly identified that the particles smaller than the gap size can easily pass or flow around the traps. On the contrary, the biggest ones of 10.0 μm diameter are captured by the traps. As soon as a single trap structure successfully captures a particle, the trap is "blocked" to produce the streamline flow around the trap. The biggest particles move around the blocked trap until it is captured by another unblocked trap, while the smaller ones still pass or flow around traps, as shown with the red dashed lines in [Fig. 5a--i](#f5){ref-type="fig"}. Statistic results ([Fig. 5k,l](#f5){ref-type="fig"}) show that 100% of particles with size of 10.0 μm diameter have been successfully trapped. In contrast, particles smaller than 8 μm can completely pass through the trap array, presenting an excellent filtering and trapping capability \[[Supporting Video 2](#S1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}\].

Conclusions
===========

In conclusion, MHP approach based on LC-SLM is found to be a powerful technology for functionalizing microfluidic devices. Optimized MRAF algorithm has been developed to generate high quality shaped beam for single-exposure patterned TPP. By using this method, a series of micropatterns including line, curve and complex structures were built in hundreds of milliseconds. Simple but effective microtrap arrays were fast integrated in a 5000 μm × 170 μm channel to demonstrate the ability in separating SiO~2~ particles. The MHP approach saves the processing time equivalently to the time cost by UV exposure method, while achieves much higher resolution and flexibility. Moreover, the flexibility of the MHP approach allows us to integrate chip information such as identification and QR codes in the channel without additional procedure. We believe that this technology will offer a flexible, facile and efficient way for "lab on a chip" device fabrication in terms of increase of integration degree and functionality in microfluidic chips, and thus will provide wider applications in chemical and biological communities. Currently, MHP approach is able to rapidly fabricate high quality 2D structures. Note that the light intensity distribution of MRAF along optical axis is not a Gaussian shape, making it hard to control the height of fabricated structures if 3D structures are desired. However, additional axial confinement technique such as spatiotemporal focusing[@b46] can be applied combined with the proposed MRAF method to further improve the axial resolution and realize true 3D microstructures with a single exposure. In addition, the MHP can also be combined with point-to-point scanning TPP for rapidly fabricating 3D large-area functional microdevices and integrated microsystems.
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![Fabrication setup and CGH calculation of MHP method.\
Schematics of intensity distribution by DMD, GS-CGH and MRAF-CGH based single exposure approach. (**a**) Schematic diagram of experiment setup of the MHP approach based on SLM. The SLM is placed at the back focal plane of L1. The focal length of L1 is 600 mm and that of L2 is 200 mm. L1, L2 and objective are confocal. (**b**) Flow-chart diagram of MRAF algorithm. The differences between MRAF and GS algorithms are "initial phase" and "new field in output plane". (**c**) Single-exposure laser direct patterning by DMD. The optical intensity distribution at the focal plane is Gaussian due to the profile of incident Gaussian beam. (**d**) Single-exposure holographic femtosecond laser direct patterning by GS algorithm. The optical intensity distribution at the defocused plane can be designed as a complex rectangle by GS algorithm calculated CGH. (**e**) Single-exposure holographic femtosecond laser direct patterning by MRAF algorithm. Compared with GS algorithm, the optical intensity distribution at the focal plane is significantly improved.](srep33281-f1){#f1}

![Simulation and optimization of MRAF-CGH for MHP fabrication.\
(**a**) The plot of the uniformity of MRAF (black rectangles) and GS (red circles) algorithms as a function of defocusing value. (**b**) The intensity distribution at the meridian plane. X axis is the defocusing value (μm). (**c**,**d**) The distributions at the focal plane and 2000 nm from the focal plane of CGH calculated by GS algorithm. (**e**,**f**) Those of CGH calculated by MRAF algorithm. (**g**--**l**) The top-view SEM images of rectangles fabricated by MRAF single-CGH-exposure approach with different M value from 1.0 to 0.5. The surface quality is obviously improved when the M value declines. E at the bottom of each structure is the energy utilization rate of each CGH. Scale bars are 10 μm.](srep33281-f2){#f2}

![TPP fabrication of micropatterns on flat glass surface by the optimized MRAF-CGH.\
(**a**--**f**) SEM images of numbers (serial, "0", "1", "7"), letters ("USTC") and Olympic logo. The fabrication time of each array is within 400 ms. (**g**) The reading procedure of the TPP fabricated QR code "Apple". The fluorescence image of QR code was achieved by a fluorescence microscopy and further grayed and reversed to be read by a handle reorganization device. Scale bars are 10 μm.](srep33281-f3){#f3}

![Rapid integration of microtraps and identification of microdevice in a microchannel.\
**(a)** The schematic diagrams of fabrication process (i) Preparation of micro-fluidic channel by UV lithography; (ii) surface coating with photoresist of SZ2080; (iii) single exposure fabrication of trap array and information of microdevice; (iv) covering of the device with PDMS slab. (**b**) The capture process. (**c**) The SEM image of integrated microdevice. (**d**--**f**) The details of traps, QR code and letters. Scale bars are 25 μm in (**c**), 10 μm in (**d**--**f**).](srep33281-f4){#f4}

![Trapping of big particles by the rapidly fabricated microtrap array.\
(**a**--**c**) A 10.0 μm SiO~2~ particle was captured by the microtraps. (**d**--**f**) A 5.0 μm SiO~2~ particle can easily pass the traps. (**g**--**i**) A 3.0 μm SiO~2~ particle can also easily pass the traps. (**j**) The photography of the microdevice. (**k,l**) Percentages of the microparticles for different sizes before and after the microtrap array. Scale bars are 30 μm.](srep33281-f5){#f5}
